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Today, it is important to know the behaviour of magnetic fluids applied in the power electrical machines,
e.g. in power transformers, when exposed to an electric field. Besides their promising applications in high voltage
engineering, they are of increasing interest from designed assembly and pattern formation point of view. The
structure of such magnetic fluids is easily controllable by external magnetic fields. However, less attention has been
paid to structural phenomena in magnetic fluids induced by electric fields. The core of this paper is dedicated to
the experimental observation of a magnetic fluid droplet deformation in a steady electric field. The mutual relation
between the deformation parameter and magnetic nanoparticles concentration is analysed. Spatio-temporal analysis
of the droplet shape is presented in the paper. The phenomena of the droplet deformation were recorded by a
camera. The detailed experimental procedure is presented. The method of deformation parameter calculation
based on the linear pixel as the smallest-size unit in digital image is written. Finally, the relation between the
deformation parameter and the nanoparticle volume concentration, as well as the time and magnitude of the
DC field application are thoroughly evaluated. The results show that the deformation parameter decreases with
increasing concentration at constant applied steady electric field but increases with increasing applied steady electric
field.
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1. Introduction

Magnetic fluids (MF) are materials composed of nano-
sized magnetic particles dispensed in base fluid. The MF
has improved electric, mechanical and thermal properties
and it has the fluidity of base fluid [1–4]. MF are charac-
terized by the ability to use external electric or magnetic
field to create fluid movement [5–7]. Recently these fluids
have been in the state of research in the use as an insulat-
ing alternative over mineral oils in power transformers. It
is important to know the behaviour of MF when external
electric, magnetic or thermal field is applied. Therefore
the aim of current researches is to determine their stabil-
ity when used in power transformers [3]. The first exper-
imental and analytical observations of drop deformation
in electric field conducted O’Konski and Thacher [8]; Al-
lan and Mason [9]; Taylor [10]. The electro kinetic model
is a combination of two immiscible liquids with the same
or different physical properties, where one liquid is in the
form of a drop and the other liquid is a carrier medium.
After applying an external electric field an electrokinetic
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phenomena occurs, electrophoresis specifically [11]. In-
fluence of electric field on the charge carriers creates a
tangential motion of a MF droplet with respect to an
adjacent surface. The deformation of a droplet in the
presence of electric field is based on two basic models
that differ from each other by the structure of the liquid
system. These two models are ideal dielectric model and
a leaky dielectric model. The ideal model is described
by O’Konski and Thacher, and the leaky model by Tay-
lor. Recently we have reported lacunarity analysis of MF
drop placed and a dielectric carrier fluid on glass surface
under electric field [12]. The main objective of this paper
is to analyse the deformation parameter of MF droplet on
the surface of base fluid under exposition to an external
electric field.

2. Materials and Methods

Magnetic fluid (MF) consists of transformer oil Mogul
and Fe3O4 magnetic nanoparticles which concentration
is 0.15%, 0.35%, 0.65% and 0.95% volume of transformer
oil. Magnetic fluid was prepared according to [13].

The design and implementation of the experimental
set-up were based on the research of Jong-Wook Ha et
al. [14]. The set-up consisted of high voltage power sup-
ply and two copper electrodes placed in a Petri dish
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(Fig. 1). The diameter of Petri dish is 9 cm. The elec-
trode system consisted of two copper electrodes and the
distance between them was 3 cm. Copper electrode con-
sisted of 2 parts. Part A is an effective area with dimen-
sions 90�10 [mm] (Fig. 2) and part B which suppled DC
voltage to part A from high voltage generator (UNILAP
ISO 5 kV). To eliminate inhomogeneous electric field,
electrodes were shaped into Rogowski electrodes [15]. Us-
ing a wire drop of MF was placed on a silicon oil between
two electrodes in a Petri dish. The desired diameter of
nondeformed drop of MF was 3 mm. After placing drop
of MF an electric field was applied. The deformation of
MF was recorded by camera Benq CD C750. Data were
analysed after experiment using computer and processing
procedures of digital images was used to obtain outline
shape of droplet. Counting pixels of the image method
was used to determine the deformation of MF droplet.
Nondeformed MF droplet had a diameter of 3� 0.2 mm.
The final determination of the deformation parameter
value was obtained using Eu. (1):

D �
a‖ � aK

a‖ � aK
, (1)

where a ‖ is a distance parallel to applied electric field
from centre to edge of a drop and aK is distance perpen-
dicular to applied electric field from centre to edge of a
drop. For the experimental purposes of this work, four
types of MF with different volume concentrations were
used and two analyses were performed.

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up.

Fig. 2. Shape of copper electrode.

3. Results and discussion

The first experiment was to determine the dependence
upon deformation parameter and time. The experiment

was performed on MF with different concentration of
nanoparticles and lasted 7 s. Over a time greater than
7 s a drop breakup or a steady state occurred. The
applied voltage was 1000 V and was constant at every
time. The MF droplet deformation in time can be seen
in Fig. 3. Droplets with different concentration deformed
at all times until
the breakup occurred after 7 s but droplet with concen-
tration 0.95% reached steady state at time 5 s as can be
seen
in Fig. 4. This proves that MF droplet can stabilize where
applied electric field does not cause further deformation.
Since the 0.95% drop reached a steady state at a given
electric field intensity 333 V/m, it implies that other con-
centrations would reach a steady state at a lower electric
field intensity. Also from Fig. 4 it can be seen that at
time 7s deformation parameter decreases with increasing
concentration.

Fig. 3. Deformation of MF droplet in time at constant
applied electric field.

Fig. 4. Deformation parameter during time period.

Complete breakup of all droplets was by tip-streaming.
According to Sherwood [16], a high probability of droplet
deformation by tip-streaming can occur in liquid systems
with a high relative permittivity, where the surface ten-
sion at the ends of the drop is weakened due to the in-
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fluence of the electric field. Changing the MF concen-
tration can significantly affect the deformation process
(time of deformation, shape of deformed drop, deforma-
tion parameter). In general, it is known that changes in
the concentration also result in a change in the physical
properties of the MF. When the concentration of MF is
increasing so does the viscosity of MF. An increase in
viscosity results in drown out shape of drop (Fig. 3).

The second experiment was to determine the depen-
dence upon deformation parameter and change in elec-
tric field intensity. The voltage at generator was set in
range from 600 V to 1200 V with step 200 V and distance
between electrodes 3 cm. The MF droplet deformation
in dependence with applied electric field can be seen in
Fig. 5. The deformation parameter was determined 5 s
after electric field was applied. With increasing voltage
the deformation parameter also increases (Fig. 6). It can
be seen that rapid change in the deformation parameter
of 0.15% and 0.35% droplets occurred at 800 V. However,
value of the deformation parameter of other droplets con-
centration changes linearly with increasing voltage.

Fig. 5. Deformation of MF droplet at variable electric
field.

Fig. 6. Deformation parameter at variable electric
field.

The drop breakup after 1200 V remained as same as
from previous measurements. In Fig. 7 is pictured com-
plete breakup of the droplet by tip-streaming at a voltage

level of 1500 V and a concentration of 0.95%. The defor-
mation of magnetic fluid droplet in steady electric field is
due to the polarisation of magnetic nanoparticles where
the polarisation forces are actin on the droplet surface.

Fig. 7. 0.95% droplet breakup at 1500 V.

4. Conclusion

The main achievement of this work was to provide an
analysis of the deformation process of a MF drop sus-
pended in a silicone oil when exposed to uniform electric
field. We have compared the behaviour of four different
MF under various conditions. From the results it can
be seen that increasing electric field intensity and con-
centration of MF results in a change of the deformation
process.
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